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Abstract
Given a symmetric ` × ` matrix M = (mi,j) with entries in {0, 1, ∗}, a graph G and a function
L : V (G)→ 2[`] (where [`] = {1, 2, . . . , `}), a list M -partition of G with respect to L is a partition
of V (G) into ` parts, say, V1, V2, . . . , V` such that for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `}, (i) if mi,j = 0 then
for any u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj , uv /∈ E(G), (ii) if mi,j = 1 then for any (distinct) u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj ,
uv ∈ E(G), (iii) for each v ∈ V (G), if v ∈ Vi then i ∈ L(v). We consider the Deletion to List
M-Partition problem that takes as input a graph G, a list function L : V (G)→ 2[`] and a positive
integer k. The aim is to determine whether there is a k-sized set S ⊆ V (G) such that G− S has a
list M -partition. Many important problems like Vertex Cover, Odd Cycle Transversal, Split
Vertex Deletion, Multiway Cut and Deletion to List Homomorphism are special cases of
the Deletion to List M-Partition problem. In this paper, we provide a classification of the
parameterized complexity of Deletion to List M-Partition, parameterized by k, (a) when M is
of order at most 3, and (b) when M is of order 4 with all diagonal entries belonging to {0, 1}.
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1 Introduction
A large number of problems in algorithmic graph theory are of the following two types. (1)
Given a graph G, can the vertices of G be partitioned subject to a set of constraints? And
(2) given a graph G and a non-negative integer k, is it possible to delete at most k vertices
from G so that the vertices of the resulting graph can be partitioned subject to a set of
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constraints? In this paper, we study the parameterized complexity of a family of problems of
the second type, (with k, the size of the deletion set, as the parameter). We consider those
partitions that can be characterised by a matrix of order at most 4. In this regard, we follow
Feder et al. [17], who undertook a similar study of partition problems of the first type.
Let M be a symmetric ` × ` matrix with entries from {0, 1, ∗}. For a graph G, an
M-partition V of G is a partition of V (G) into ` parts {V1, V2, . . . , V`} (where some part
could be empty) such that for every i ∈ [`], (i) Vi is an independent set if mi,i = 0, (ii)
G[Vi] is a clique if mi,i = 1 (and no restriction on Vi if mi,i = ∗); and for distinct indices
i, j ∈ [`], (iii) Vi and Vj are completely adjacent if mi,j = 1, (iv) Vi and Vj are completely
non-adjacent if mi,j = 0 (and no restriction on the edges between Vi and Vj if mi,j = ∗).
The M-Partition problem takes as input a graph G, and the objective is to determine
if G admits an M -partition. This problem encompasses recognition of many graph classes
that can be characterised by a partition of the vertex set satisfying certain constraints. For
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The set of graphs that admit an M1-partition and M2-partition are exactly the family of
bipartite graphs and split graphs, respectively. Note that both bipartite graphs and split
graphs have polynomial time recognition algorithms [3, 22, 25]. The graphs that admit an
M`-partition are exactly the graphs that admit a proper colouring using at most ` colours. It
is well-known that while 2-colouring is polynomial time solvable [3], `-colouring is NP-hard
for every ` ≥ 3 [19, 20].
For an `× ` matrix M , List M-Partition is a generalization of M-Partition. Let M
be a symmetric `× ` matrix over {0, 1, ∗}. Given a graph G and a function L : V (G)→ 2[`]
(L is called a list function, and for each v ∈ V (G), L(v) is called the list of v), a list M-
partition of G with respect to L (or a list M -partition of G that respects L) is an M -partition
V = {V1, V2, . . . , V`} of G such that for each v ∈ V (G), if v ∈ Vi for some i ∈ [`] then
i ∈ L(v). List M-Partition takes as input a graph G, a list function L : V (G)→ 2[`], and
the objective is to determine if G admits a list M -partition of G that respects L. Note that
when an instance of List M-Partition has the input list function mapping every vertex to
the set [`], then it is also an instance of M-Partition (where we forget the list function).
Both M-Partition and List M-Partition problems have been extensively studied
in the literature, both for restricted matrices and for restricted graph classes (see, for
example, [1, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 24, 29] and references therein). The most widely known
special case of List M-Partition is perhaps the List Colouring problem. The notion of
studying the restriction of colouring problems with a list of allowed colours on vertices was
introduced and studied (independently) by Vizing [28] and Erdős et al. [13]. Since its advent,
the problem has been extensively studied in both graph theory and algorithms [13, 24, 29].
Another important special case of List M-Partition is the List Homomorphism problem,
which to the best of our knowledge, was introduced by Feder and Hell [14], and has been
extensively studied in the literature [1, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16].
Feder et al. [17] studied List M-Partition, and established a complete classification of
List M-Partition for small matrices M (into P/NP-hard/quasi polynomial time). Their
results form a special case of later results due to Feder and Hell [15, Corollary 3.4] on
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constraint satisfaction problems. In this paper, we look at the deletion version of List
M-Partition, which we call Deletion to List M-Partition. The problem is formally
defined as follows.
Deletion to List M-Partition Parameter: k
Input: A graph G, a list function L : V (G) → 2[`] where ` is the order of M , and a
non-negative integer k.
Question: Does there exist X ⊆ V (G) such that |X| ≤ k and G − X admits a list
M -partition that respects L?
The Deletion to List M-Partition problem generalises many well-studied classical
problems, such as Vertex Cover (VC), Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT), Split
Vertex Deletion (SVD) and Multiway Cut, to name a few. These problems (VC,
OCT, SVD etc.) have been studied in both classical and parameterized complexity settings
and are all NP-hard [30, 9]. Chitnis et al. [7] initiated the study of the deletion version
of List Homomorphism to a graph H, called Dl-Hom(H), which is a special case of
Deletion to List M-Partition. (In [7], H is considered to be a loopless, simple graph.)
They showed that Dl-Hom(H) is FPT (parameterized by k and |H|) for any (P6, C6)-free
bipartite graph H, and conjectured that the problem is FPT for those graphs H for which
List Homomorphism (i.e., without deletions) is polynomial-time solvable. Notice that for
some of the matrices that do not contain both 1 and 0 and do not have a * as a diagonal
entry, the corresponding Deletion to List M-Partition problem is covered by the results
in [7].1 While we study the deletion version of List M-Partition, the “counting version,”
denoted by #List M-Partition, where given G and L as input, the goal is to determine
the number of M -partitions of G that respect L, has been studied by Göbel et al. [21]. They
established a complete dichotomy by showing that for any symmetric matrix M over {0, 1, ∗},
#List M-Partition is either in FP or #P-complete.
Our Results and Methods
We study the parameterized complexity of Deletion to List M-Partition for different
matrices M , and obtain a classification of these problems (into polynomial time solvable,
NP-hard and FPT or para-NP-hard) when M is a matrix of order at most 4.
M is of order at most 3. First, we resolve the classical complexity of Deletion to List
M-Partition problems when M is of order at most 3, except for one matrix. We extend
the study to explore the parameterized complexity of these deletion problems, parameterized
by the size k of the deletion set. Specifically, we prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 1 (?2). For a 3× 3 symmetric matrix M over {0, 1, ∗}, the Deletion to List
M-Partition problem is
1. polynomial time solvable if either M or M is equivalent to one of the three matrices∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
 ,
∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
 or
∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 ;
1 The results in [7] only cover a few matrices of the described form because there is an additional constraint
of H being a (P6, C6)-free bipartite graph.
2 Due to paucity of space, (full) proofs of statements marked with a ? have been omitted.
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<latexit sha1_base64="JS2RtGrIWB9+AXZwC5rf5TlEvSY=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM3U V62vqks3waJIF2VGBF2WunFZwT6gM5RM5rYNzWSGJCOWof/jxl9xoQsfuPU/TNtBauuBhJNz7yH3Hj/mTGnb/rByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKmiRFJo0IhHsu0TBZwJaGimObRjCST0ObT8 4fWk3roHqVgk7vQoBi8kfcF6jBJtpG6x5vrQZyKNQ6IlexhjG59iXDZXGbvulNjzj5ngggh+Ld1iya7YU+Bl4mSkhDLUu8UXN4hoEoLQlBOlOo4day8lUjPKYVxwEwUxoUPSh46hgoSgvHS6 6xifGCXAvUiaIzSeqvOOlIRKjULfdJr5BmqxNhH/q3US3bvyUibiRIOgs496Ccc6wpPgcMAkUM1HhhAqmZkV0wGRhGoTb8GE4CyuvEya5xXHrji3F6VqLYsjj47QMTpDDrpEVXSD6qiBKHpE z+gNvVtP1qv1aX3NWnNW5jlEf2B9/wAAj6Ft</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JS2RtGrIWB9+AXZwC5rf5TlEvSY=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM3U V62vqks3waJIF2VGBF2WunFZwT6gM5RM5rYNzWSGJCOWof/jxl9xoQsfuPU/TNtBauuBhJNz7yH3Hj/mTGnb/rByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKmiRFJo0IhHsu0TBZwJaGimObRjCST0ObT8 4fWk3roHqVgk7vQoBi8kfcF6jBJtpG6x5vrQZyKNQ6IlexhjG59iXDZXGbvulNjzj5ngggh+Ld1iya7YU+Bl4mSkhDLUu8UXN4hoEoLQlBOlOo4day8lUjPKYVxwEwUxoUPSh46hgoSgvHS6 6xifGCXAvUiaIzSeqvOOlIRKjULfdJr5BmqxNhH/q3US3bvyUibiRIOgs496Ccc6wpPgcMAkUM1HhhAqmZkV0wGRhGoTb8GE4CyuvEya5xXHrji3F6VqLYsjj47QMTpDDrpEVXSD6qiBKHpE z+gNvVtP1qv1aX3NWnNW5jlEf2B9/wAAj6Ft</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JS2RtGrIWB9+AXZwC5rf5TlEvSY=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM3U V62vqks3waJIF2VGBF2WunFZwT6gM5RM5rYNzWSGJCOWof/jxl9xoQsfuPU/TNtBauuBhJNz7yH3Hj/mTGnb/rByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKmiRFJo0IhHsu0TBZwJaGimObRjCST0ObT8 4fWk3roHqVgk7vQoBi8kfcF6jBJtpG6x5vrQZyKNQ6IlexhjG59iXDZXGbvulNjzj5ngggh+Ld1iya7YU+Bl4mSkhDLUu8UXN4hoEoLQlBOlOo4day8lUjPKYVxwEwUxoUPSh46hgoSgvHS6 6xifGCXAvUiaIzSeqvOOlIRKjULfdJr5BmqxNhH/q3US3bvyUibiRIOgs496Ccc6wpPgcMAkUM1HhhAqmZkV0wGRhGoTb8GE4CyuvEya5xXHrji3F6VqLYsjj47QMTpDDrpEVXSD6qiBKHpE z+gNvVtP1qv1aX3NWnNW5jlEf2B9/wAAj6Ft</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JS2RtGrIWB9+AXZwC5rf5TlEvSY=">AAACK3icbVDLSgMxFM3U V62vqks3waJIF2VGBF2WunFZwT6gM5RM5rYNzWSGJCOWof/jxl9xoQsfuPU/TNtBauuBhJNz7yH3Hj/mTGnb/rByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKmiRFJo0IhHsu0TBZwJaGimObRjCST0ObT8 4fWk3roHqVgk7vQoBi8kfcF6jBJtpG6x5vrQZyKNQ6IlexhjG59iXDZXGbvulNjzj5ngggh+Ld1iya7YU+Bl4mSkhDLUu8UXN4hoEoLQlBOlOo4day8lUjPKYVxwEwUxoUPSh46hgoSgvHS6 6xifGCXAvUiaIzSeqvOOlIRKjULfdJr5BmqxNhH/q3US3bvyUibiRIOgs496Ccc6wpPgcMAkUM1HhhAqmZkV0wGRhGoTb8GE4CyuvEya5xXHrji3F6VqLYsjj47QMTpDDrpEVXSD6qiBKHpE z+gNvVtP1qv1aX3NWnNW5jlEf2B9/wAAj6Ft</latexit>
0@⇤ 0 ⇤0 ⇤ ⇤
⇤ ⇤ 0
1A
<latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit>
all others
<latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicb VDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp 4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQz YgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK 6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicb VDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp 4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQz YgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK 6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicb VDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp 4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQz YgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK 6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicb VDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp 4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQz YgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK 6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit>
4⇥ 4 [0/1 diagonals]
<latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iP c+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+np jJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iP c+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+np jJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iP c+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+np jJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iP c+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+np jJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit> 0@0 ⇤ ⇤⇤ 0 ⇤
⇤ ⇤ 0
1A
<latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknI vSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEI N3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yRVRUzfw8KeblQ/Ooi3CmkK6N0=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3121q1evUSFEU8lKwXPRa8eFSwH9BdSjadbYPZ7JJkxbL073jxr3hRUNRfY7ototUHAy/vZZiZ F2VSGEvph7ewuLS8srq2Xtmobm5t13aqLZPmmmOTpzLVnYgZlEJh0worsZNpZEkksR3dXkz89h1qI1J1Y0cZhgkbKBELzqyTerVGEOFAqCJLmNXifkzJETkpKwhKQn8+pkKAqv/d0Ksd0DotQf4Sf0YOYIarXu0l6Kc8T1BZLpkxXZ9mNiyYtoJLHFeC3GDG+C0bYNdRxRI0YVFeOiaHTumTONWulCWl+rOjYIkxoyRyP91+QzPvTcT/vG5u4/OwECrLLSo+HRTnktiUTGIjfaGRWzlyhHEt 3K6ED5lm3LpwKy4Ef/7kv6R1Wvdp3b+msAZ7sA/H4MMZNOASrqAJHB7gCV7hzXv0nr33aVwL3iy3XfgF7/MLVQSfhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yRVRUzfw8KeblQ/Ooi3CmkK6N0=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3121q1evUSFEU8lKwXPRa8eFSwH9BdSjadbYPZ7JJkxbL073jxr3hRUNRfY7ototUHAy/vZZiZ F2VSGEvph7ewuLS8srq2Xtmobm5t13aqLZPmmmOTpzLVnYgZlEJh0worsZNpZEkksR3dXkz89h1qI1J1Y0cZhgkbKBELzqyTerVGEOFAqCJLmNXifkzJETkpKwhKQn8+pkKAqv/d0Ksd0DotQf4Sf0YOYIarXu0l6Kc8T1BZLpkxXZ9mNiyYtoJLHFeC3GDG+C0bYNdRxRI0YVFeOiaHTumTONWulCWl+rOjYIkxoyRyP91+QzPvTcT/vG5u4/OwECrLLSo+HRTnktiUTGIjfaGRWzlyhHEt 3K6ED5lm3LpwKy4Ef/7kv6R1Wvdp3b+msAZ7sA/H4MMZNOASrqAJHB7gCV7hzXv0nr33aVwL3iy3XfgF7/MLVQSfhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yotudLhXFiojDjw8AT+skKWtuWc=">AAACKXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWBRxUTJudFl047KCfUCnlEzmThuayQxJRixDf8eNv+JGQVG3/ojptEhtPXDh5Nx7 yL3HTwTXhpBPZ2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e03dJwqBnUWi1i1fKpBcAl1w42AVqKARr6Apj+4Hveb96A0j+WdGSbQiWhP8pAzaqzULVU9H3pcZklEjeIPI4JP8FlenpcTMvuYCB7I4NfQLZVJheTAi8SdkjKaotYtvXpBzNIIpGGCat12SWI6GVWGMwGjopdqSCgb0B60LZU0At3J8ktH+NgqAQ5jZUsanKuzjoxGWg8j307a/fp6vjcW/+u1UxNedjIuk9SAZJOPwlRgE+NxbDjgCpgRQ0so U9zuilmfKsqMDbdoQ3DnT14kjfOKSyruLSlXr6ZxFNAhOkKnyEUXqIpuUA3VEUOP6Bm9oXfnyXlxPpyvyeiSM/UcoD9wvn8AOgqhFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869 h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86Eh hEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit>
(as a sub-matrix)
<latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0v LK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvD qPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0v LK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvD qPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0v LK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvD qPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0v LK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvD qPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit>
all others
<latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuF HHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJ YGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuF HHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJ YGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuF HHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJ YGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuF HHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJ YGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit>
NP-hard
<latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/f eEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7Mvzp Hla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/f eEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7Mvzp Hla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/f eEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7Mvzp Hla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/f eEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7Mvzp Hla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit>
P<latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHT SxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmG bcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHT SxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmG bcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHT SxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmG bcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHT SxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmG bcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit>
FPT<latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84Sfagi QUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkR HWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84Sfagi QUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkR HWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84Sfagi QUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkR HWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84Sfagi QUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkR HWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit>
para-NP-
<latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3Ttsst PXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+ 1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3Ttsst PXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+ 1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3Ttsst PXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+ 1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3Ttsst PXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+ 1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit>
hard
<latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbD wQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdio jLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbD wQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdio jLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbD wQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdio jLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbD wQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdio jLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit>
}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>
}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>
}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNr OmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7W V62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6Hl DS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3 zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTR PXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7W V62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6Hl DS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3 zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTR PXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7W V62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6Hl DS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3 zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTR PXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7W V62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6Hl DS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3 zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTR PXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit>
NP-hard?
<latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34r PVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP0 5Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ 6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6q ABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34r PVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP0 5Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ 6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6q ABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34r PVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP0 5Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ 6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6q ABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34r PVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP0 5Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ 6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6q ABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit>
(solvable in 2.3146knO(1))
<latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWX N8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHer BZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWX N8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHer BZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWX N8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHer BZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWX N8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHer BZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit>
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⇤ ⇤ 1
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<latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv 1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i 77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1El dVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QF71fSbGripkt4UlvnGQe6IQIA=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFL3j s9aqo1s3waJIF2XGjS5FNy4r2Ad0Ssmkt21oJjMkGbEM/R83/ooLXfjAjzFtB9HWAwnnnpNL7j1hIrg2nvfhrKyurW9sFraK26Wd3T13v9TQcaoY1lksYtUKqUbBJdYNNwJbiUIahQKb4eh6 6jfvUWkeyzszTrAT0YHkfc6osVLXvQpCHHCZJRE1ij9MSIWcEOLZq0KCICd5UckLnwQoez8tXbfsVb0ZyDLxc1KGHLWu+xL0YpZGKA0TVOu27yWmk1FlOBM4KQapxoSyER1g21JJI9SdbLbr hBxbpUf6sbJHGjJTf3dkNNJ6HIX2pZ1vqBe9qfif105N/6KTcZmkBiWbf9RPBTExmQZHelwhM2JsCWWK21kJG1JFmbHxFm0I/uLKy6RxVvW9qn/rQQEO4QhOwYdzuIQbqEEdGDzCM7zBu/Pk vDqf87hWnDy3A/gD5+sbGIqf2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QF71fSbGripkt4UlvnGQe6IQIA=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFL3j s9aqo1s3waJIF2XGjS5FNy4r2Ad0Ssmkt21oJjMkGbEM/R83/ooLXfjAjzFtB9HWAwnnnpNL7j1hIrg2nvfhrKyurW9sFraK26Wd3T13v9TQcaoY1lksYtUKqUbBJdYNNwJbiUIahQKb4eh6 6jfvUWkeyzszTrAT0YHkfc6osVLXvQpCHHCZJRE1ij9MSIWcEOLZq0KCICd5UckLnwQoez8tXbfsVb0ZyDLxc1KGHLWu+xL0YpZGKA0TVOu27yWmk1FlOBM4KQapxoSyER1g21JJI9SdbLbr hBxbpUf6sbJHGjJTf3dkNNJ6HIX2pZ1vqBe9qfif105N/6KTcZmkBiWbf9RPBTExmQZHelwhM2JsCWWK21kJG1JFmbHxFm0I/uLKy6RxVvW9qn/rQQEO4QhOwYdzuIQbqEEdGDzCM7zBu/Pk vDqf87hWnDy3A/gD5+sbGIqf2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sCMlcyp7mlJq43Kq7Rr/YncpQpI=">AAACK3icbVDJTsMwEHXK VsoW4MjFogKhHqqECxyrcuFYJLpITVU5zqS16jiR7SCqqP/DhV/hAAcWceU/cNsIQctItt68maeZeX7CmdKO824VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPXv/oKXiVFJo0pjHsuMTBZwJaGqmOXQSCSTyObT9 0dW03r4DqVgsbvU4gV5EBoKFjBJtqL5d93wYMJElEdGS3U9wBZ9i7Jivgj0vB3lSyRMXeyCCH0nfLjtVZxZ4Gbg5KKM8Gn372QtimkYgNOVEqa7rJLqXEakZ5TApeamChNARGUDXQEEiUL1s dusEnxgmwGEszRMaz9jfioxESo0j33Sa/YZqsTYl/6t1Ux1e9jImklSDoPNBYcqxjvHUOBwwCVTzsQGESmZ2xXRIJKHa2FsyJriLJy+D1nnVdarujVOu1XM7iugIHaMz5KILVEPXqIGaiKIH 9IRe0Zv1aL1YH9bnvLVg5ZpD9Cesr28A26Fq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3U r1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEd DC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ 9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0 gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit>
FPT?
<latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyO Ode5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOK CcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyO Ode5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOK CcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyO Ode5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOK CcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyO Ode5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOK CcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit>
(solvable in 2.3146knO(logn))
<latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">AAACJXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQqAsXRDfuxEQeCQOkUwo0dNpJ2yGSyfyMG3/FjQuJMXHlr1hgFgqepMnJOfek9x4vYFRp2/6yUmvrG5tb6e3Mzu7e/kH28KiuRCgxqWHBhGx6SBFGOalpqhlpBpIg32Ok4Y1uZ35jTKSigj/qSUDaPhpw2qcYaSN1s 9eu74mnKK8EGyMTgpTDGJaK5075ojPincj1kR5ixKL7OO8yMYC8EC8yhbibzdlFew64SpyE5ECCajc7dXsChz7hGjOkVMuxA92OkNQUMxJn3FCRAOERGpCWoRz5RLWj+ZUxPDNKD/aFNI9rOFd/JyLkKzXxPTM521ktezP xP68V6v5VO6I8CDXhePFRP2RQCzirDPaoJFiziSEIS2p2hXiIJMLaFJsxJTjLJ6+Seqno2EXnoZyr3CR1pMEJOAV54IBLUAF3oApqAINn8ArewdR6sd6sD+tzMZqykswx+APr+weLvaSs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">AAACJXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQqAsXRDfuxEQeCQOkUwo0dNpJ2yGSyfyMG3/FjQuJMXHlr1hgFgqepMnJOfek9x4vYFRp2/6yUmvrG5tb6e3Mzu7e/kH28KiuRCgxqWHBhGx6SBFGOalpqhlpBpIg32Ok4Y1uZ35jTKSigj/qSUDaPhpw2qcYaSN1s 9eu74mnKK8EGyMTgpTDGJaK5075ojPincj1kR5ixKL7OO8yMYC8EC8yhbibzdlFew64SpyE5ECCajc7dXsChz7hGjOkVMuxA92OkNQUMxJn3FCRAOERGpCWoRz5RLWj+ZUxPDNKD/aFNI9rOFd/JyLkKzXxPTM521ktezP xP68V6v5VO6I8CDXhePFRP2RQCzirDPaoJFiziSEIS2p2hXiIJMLaFJsxJTjLJ6+Seqno2EXnoZyr3CR1pMEJOAV54IBLUAF3oApqAINn8ArewdR6sd6sD+tzMZqykswx+APr+weLvaSs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">AAACJXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQqAsXRDfuxEQeCQOkUwo0dNpJ2yGSyfyMG3/FjQuJMXHlr1hgFgqepMnJOfek9x4vYFRp2/6yUmvrG5tb6e3Mzu7e/kH28KiuRCgxqWHBhGx6SBFGOalpqhlpBpIg32Ok4Y1uZ35jTKSigj/qSUDaPhpw2qcYaSN1s 9eu74mnKK8EGyMTgpTDGJaK5075ojPincj1kR5ixKL7OO8yMYC8EC8yhbibzdlFew64SpyE5ECCajc7dXsChz7hGjOkVMuxA92OkNQUMxJn3FCRAOERGpCWoRz5RLWj+ZUxPDNKD/aFNI9rOFd/JyLkKzXxPTM521ktezP xP68V6v5VO6I8CDXhePFRP2RQCzirDPaoJFiziSEIS2p2hXiIJMLaFJsxJTjLJ6+Seqno2EXnoZyr3CR1pMEJOAV54IBLUAF3oApqAINn8ArewdR6sd6sD+tzMZqykswx+APr+weLvaSs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">AAACJXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSEx gQ2aQqAsXRDfuxEQeCQOkUwo0dNpJ2yGSyfyMG3/FjQuJMXHlr1hgFgqepMnJOfek9x4vYFRp2/6yUmvrG5tb6e3Mzu7e/kH28KiuRCgxqWHBhGx6SBFGOalpqhlpBpIg32Ok4Y1uZ35jTKSigj/qSUDaPhpw2qcYaSN1s 9eu74mnKK8EGyMTgpTDGJaK5075ojPincj1kR5ixKL7OO8yMYC8EC8yhbibzdlFew64SpyE5ECCajc7dXsChz7hGjOkVMuxA92OkNQUMxJn3FCRAOERGpCWoRz5RLWj+ZUxPDNKD/aFNI9rOFd/JyLkKzXxPTM521ktezP xP68V6v5VO6I8CDXhePFRP2RQCzirDPaoJFiziSEIS2p2hXiIJMLaFJsxJTjLJ6+Seqno2EXnoZyr3CR1pMEJOAV54IBLUAF3oApqAINn8ArewdR6sd6sD+tzMZqykswx+APr+weLvaSs</latexit>
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`⇥ `, where `  3
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Figure 1 An overview of the results on matrices, up to complementation and equivalence.
2. para-NP-hard if either M or M is equivalent to one of the two matrices0 ∗ ∗∗ 0 ∗
∗ ∗ 0
 or
∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ 0
 ;
3. solvable by an algorithm running in time 2.3146knO(logn), when M or M is equivalent to∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ 1
 ;
4. FPT if M is not covered by any of the previous cases.
Theorem 1 shows that the Deletion to List M-Partition problem has polynomial
time algorithms, FPT algorithms or algorithms of the form cknO(logn), depending on the
matrix M (see also Figure 1). We also have two cases for M where the Deletion to List
M-Partition problem is para-NP-hard. With such a varied range of complexities, we use
several techniques to design the algorithms. The polynomial time algorithms are based on
ideas that help to reduce the problem to an equivalent minimum separator problem [18]. For
our FPT algorithms, we utilize the notion of important separators, which was introduced by
Marx [27]. Another technique we use to design our FPT algorithms for Deletion to List
M-Partition is based on reducing the given instance to (polynomially many) instances of
Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT, and then employing the known FPT algorithm for
Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT to resolve the instance. We also use the technique of
“iterative compression” for designing FPT algorithm for one of our cases. For the matrix M
defined in item 3 of Theorem 1, although the FPT solvability versus W-hardness of Deletion
to List M-Partition remains open, we design an algorithm for this problem that runs
in time 2.3146knO(logn), where n is the number of vertices in the input graph. We use the
technique of separating families introduced by Feder et al. [17] to design this algorithm.
These results can be found in Section 3.
M is of order 4. We restrict the matricesM to have only 0s and 1s as their diagonal entries.
First, we observe that all these problems are NP-hard. Second, we design FPT algorithms
for these problems, unless the matrix M “encompasses” the 3-Colouring problem. Let
Mcol denote the 3× 3 matrix with only 0s on the diagonal, and ∗s elsewhere. We prove the
following theorem.
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I Theorem 2 (?). Consider a Deletion to List M-Partition problem, where M is a
4× 4 matrix over {0, 1, ∗} that has only 0s and 1s as diagonal entries. If M does not contain
an equivalent matrix of Mcol (or its complement) as a sub-matrix, then the problem is FPT.
Otherwise, the problem is para-NP-hard.
Our FPT algorithms use the technique of iterative compression along with the known FPT
algorithm for Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT. Our use of iterative compression
exploits structural properties provided by M in order to design the FPT algorithms. Our
results, in particular show that, for a 3× 3 matrix (except the matrix defined in item 3 of
Theorem 1) or a 4× 4 matrix with no ∗s on the diagonal, whenever the List M-Partition
is polynomial time solvable, the corresponding Deletion to List M-Partition problem
is fixed-parameter tractable, and whenever List M-Partition is NP-hard, Deletion to
List M-Partition is para-NP-hard, and thus provide a (partial) parameterized analogue of
the results established in [17].
2 Preliminaries and Basic Tools
For a graph G, V (G) and E(G) denote respectively the vertex set and edge set of G. Given
a partition V of V ′ ⊆ V (G), V (V) = V ′, and for X ⊆ V ′, V −X denotes the restriction of
the partition to V ′ \X. Let G be a graph and X,Y ⊆ V (G). A set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) is
said to be an (X,Y )-separator if G− S contains no path from X to Y .
Definitions and results for some useful problems. Consider a 2-CNF formula ψ. The
variable set of ψ is denoted by Var(ψ). For a set Y ⊆ Var(ψ), ψ − Y denotes the 2-CNF
formula obtained from ψ by deleting all the clauses that contain a variable from Y . The
2-SAT problem takes as input a 2-CNF formula ψ, and the question is to test if there is a
satisfying assignment for ψ. The 2-SAT problem admits a polynomial time algorithm [23].
The Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT problem takes as input a 2-CNF formula ψ and
a non-negative integer k, and the objective is to test if there is a set X ⊆ Var(ψ) of size at
most k such that ψ−X is satisfiable. It is known that Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT
admits an algorithm that runs in time 2.3146knO(1), where n is the number of variables [26],
and hence is in FPT, when parameterized by k.
Matrices and list partitioning. For an ` × ` matrix M , consider an M -partition V =
{V1, V2, . . . , V`} of a graph G. Then the part Vi will be said to have index i. For an instance
(G,L : V (G)→ 2[`]) of List M-Partition, throughout the paper we assume that L(v) 6= ∅,
as otherwise, we can immediately report that (G,L) does not admit an M -partition that
respects L. Similarly, for an instance (G,L : V (G) → 2[`], k) of Deletion to List M-
Partition, we assume that L(v) 6= ∅, as otherwise, we can (safely) delete such a vertex from
G and reduce k by 1 (or return that it is a no-instance when k ≤ 0).
Given a matrix M , the complement M is defined as follows: mi,j = 0 ⇐⇒ mi,j =
1,mi,j = 1 ⇐⇒ mi,j = 0,mi,j = ∗ ⇐⇒ mi,j = ∗. The lower triangular submatrix
ML = (mLi,j) of a matrix M = (mi,j) is defined as follows: ∀i ≥ j,mLi,j = mi,j and
∀i < j,mLi,j = 0. When the context is clear we drop the superscript from the entry names
of the lower triangular matrix ML and simply use the entry names mi,j of M . Similarly,
the upper triangular submatrix MU = (mUi,j) of a matrix M = (mi,j) is defined as follows:
∀i ≤ j,mUi,j = mi,j and ∀i > j,mUi,j = 0. Again, we drop superscripts when the context is
clear. The following observation follows from the definition of the complement of a matrix.
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I Observation 3. A graph G admits a list M-partition with respect to a list function L if
and only if G admits a list M -partition with respect to L.
In this paper, for an `× ` matrix M , a submatrix M ′ of order p ≤ ` is defined as follows:
there are p distinct indices {i1, i2, . . . , ip} ∈ [`] such that m′a,b = mia,ib for all a, b ∈ [p].
Consider two symmetric `× ` matrices M = (mi,j) and M ′ = (m′i,j) over {0, 1, ∗}. We say
that M is equivalent to M ′, if there is a permutation pi : [`]→ [`] such that m′i,j = mpi(i),pi(j).
And such a permutation pi is called a witness-permutation for (M,M ′). Notice that if M is
equivalent to M ′, then M ′ is also equivalent to M with witness-permutation pi−1. That is,
M and M ′ are equivalent if they define the same partition up to a re-indexing of the parts.
We immediately obtain the following result.
I Proposition 4. Let M be a symmetric matrix equivalent to M ′, with a witness-permutation
pi. Then, a graph G admits a list M -partition with respect to a list function L if and only if G
admits a list M ′-partition with respect to the list function L′, where L′(v) = {pi(i) | i ∈ L(v)}
for every v ∈ V (G).
Some Useful Results on List M -Partition
We present a summary of results from [17], which will be used throughout.
Reducing List M -partition to 2-SAT, for a 2× 2 matrix M . It was shown in [17] that
an instance of the List M-partition problem can be reduced (in polynomial time) to an
equivalent instance of 2-SAT, provided that M is a 2 × 2 matrix. And since 2-SAT is
polynomial time solvable [2], so is List M-partition, when M is a 2× 2 matrix. What is
interesting is that this reduction works even if M is not of order 2, but the size of L(v) is
at most 2 for every vertex v of the input graph G. The List M-Partition problem such
that the list of every vertex in G has size at most two will also be referred to as the 2-List
M-Partition problem. The reduction from 2-List M-Partition to 2-SAT will also be
useful while designing algorithms for Deletion to List M-Partition. Next, we state the
properties of the reduction from 2-List M-Partition to 2-SAT.
I Proposition 5 (?). Let (G,L : V (G)→ 2[`]) be an instance of 2-List M-Partition. In
polynomial time we can output an instance ψ of 2-SAT and a bijective function f : V (G)→
Var(ψ), such that for every X ⊆ V (G): i) ψ − f(X) is a yes instance of 2-SAT if and
only if (G − X,L|V (G−X) : V (G − X) → 2[`]) is a yes instance of 2-List M-Partition,
and ii) a set A ⊆ Var(ψ − f(X)) is a satisfying assignment for ψ − f(X) if and only if for
each v ∈ {f−1(a) | a ∈ A} with L|V (G−X)(v) = {i, j}, where i ≤ j, we have v ∈ Vi. Here,
V = {V1, V2, . . . , V`} is an M -partition of G−X (if it exists).
From the above proposition, we can conclude that 2-List M-Partition admits a
polynomial time algorithm. It also suggests a strategy for solving List M-partition: try to
reduce the size of every list. It is indeed possible to do that, as shown in [17], if the matrix
M has a row that contains both a 0 and a 1 (see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 in [17]).
I Proposition 6 ([17]). Suppose the matrix M has mi1,i2 = 0 and mi1,i3 = 1 (one of i3 or
i2 can be equal to i1). Then an instance (G,L) of the List M-Partition problem can be
reduced (in polynomial time) to (i) one instance with no list containing i1 and (ii) at most
|V (G)| instances with no list containing both i2 and i3, such that (G,L) is a yes instance if
and only if at least one of the |V (G)|+ 1 instances is a yes instance.
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The above proposition comes handy when M is a 3× 3 matrix, as in this case the problem
reduces to |V (G)|+ 1 instances that have only lists of size at most two. Another notion that
will be useful in our algorithm is “domination”, defined below.
I Definition 7. For a symmetric matrix M of order ` over {0, 1, ∗}, and rows i1, i2 ∈ [`], i1
dominates i2 in M if for each column i3 ∈ [`], either mi1i3 = mi2i3 or mi1i3 = ∗.
I Proposition 8 (Proposition 2.5 [17]). Consider a matrix M of order `, where the row i1
dominates the row i2, and an instance (G,L) of List M-Partition. Let L′ be the list
function such that for each v ∈ V (G), (i) L′(v) = L(v) if |L(v) ∩ {i1, i2}| ≤ 1, and (ii)
L′(v) = L(v) \ {i2} otherwise. The graph G admits a list M -partition that respects L if and
only if it admits a list M -partition that respects L′.
Basic tools for Deletion to List M -Partition. We show how the results presented earlier
for List M-Partition can be used for solving Deletion to List M-Partition. Consider
an instance (G,L, k) of Deletion to List M-Partition. Suppose |L(v)| ≤ 2 for every
v ∈ V (G). Let ψ be the 2-CNF formula and f : V (G)→ Var(ψ) be the bijective function
returned by Proposition 5. The properties of ψ and f (as in Proposition 5), ensures that
deleting a set X ⊆ V (G) of vertices from G is equivalent to deleting the variables f(X)
from ψ. Let Deletion to 2-List M-Partition be the special case of Deletion to
List M-Partition where the list of each vertex has size at most two. By Proposition 5,
Deletion to 2-List M-Partition is equivalent to testing whether k variables can be
deleted from ψ to make it satisfiable. This is exactly the same as the Variable Deletion
Almost 2-SAT problem, which admits an FPT algorithm running in time 2.3146k′n′O(1),
where k′ is the size of the deletion set and n′ is the number of variables. This together with
Proposition 5 gives us the following result.
I Proposition 9. Deletion to 2-List M-Partition is fixed-parameter tractable with
running time 2.3146knO(1).
Now using Propositions 6 and 9, we obtain the following result.
I Proposition 10. Let M be a 3× 3 matrix such that M has a row that contains both a 0
and a 1. Then Deletion to List M-Partition is fixed-parameter tractable.
I Proposition 11 (?). Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard if at least one of the
diagonal entries of M is 0 or 1.
The reduction rule stated in the following lemma will be useful in our algorithms.
I Lemma 12 (?). For a matrix M , let (G,L, k) be an instance of Deletion to List
M-Partition, with a vertex v ∈ V (G), such that L(v) = ∅. Then, (G,L, k) and (G −
{v}, L|V (G)\{v}, k − 1) are equivalent instances of Deletion to List M-Partition.
I Remark 13. We note that for any Deletion to List M-Partition problem, we assume
that we are looking for a list M -partition where each part is non-empty. First, if there is
a part that is empty in the list M -partition, then our current instance can be resolved as
an instance of Deletion to List M ′-Partition, where M ′ is a matrix of order strictly
less than M . Otherwise, for no list M -partition is any part empty. In such a case, in a
polynomial time preprocessing step, we can guess one vertex vi per part i of the hypothetical
list M -partition V and appropriately reduce L(vi) = {i}.
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Table 1 An overview of our NP-hardness vs. P results (not covered by Proposition 11) for
matrices of order 3× 3, where complement matrices are not shown.
Matrices (and witness-permutation pi : [3]→ [3]) Equivalent matrix Class Proof
pi(1) = 1, pi(2) = 3, pi(3) = 2 pi(1) = 3, pi(2) = 2, pi(3) = 1 ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
 P Lemma 16(a)
∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
 ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ 0
∗ 0 ∗
 ∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
 P Lemma 16(b)
∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ 0
∗ 0 ∗
 ∗ 0 00 ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
 ∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 P Lemma 16(c)
∗ 0 00 ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 NP-hard Lemma 14(a)
∗ 0 10 ∗ 0
1 0 ∗
 ∗ 0 00 ∗ 1
0 1 ∗
 ∗ 1 01 ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 NP-hard Lemma 14(b)
3 Classification of 3× 3 matrices
In this section, our main objective is to classify Deletion to List M-Partition for
matrices M of order 3, both in classical complexity as well as parameterized complexity.
Throughout the section,M = (mi,j) denotes a symmetric 3×3 matrix over {0, 1, ∗}. We prove
some of the main algorithmic results that we obtain for Deletion to List M-Partition
for matrices M of order 3, and thus present a partial proof of Theorem 1.
Before we go into the proof of Theorem 1, we first address the question of NP-hardness
versus polynomial time solvability of these problems. Already we saw in Proposition 11 that
Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard if at least one of the diagonal entries of M is 0
or 1. So we now need to consider only those matrices M for which m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗.
And up to complementation and equivalence of matrices, we are left with only six such
matrices. We resolve five of these cases; see Table 1 for an overview of these results.
I Lemma 14 (?). Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard if M is one of the following
matrices: (a) m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = 0, and (b) m1,1 = m2,2 =
m3,3 = ∗, m1,3 = m2,3 = 0,m1,2 = 1.
I Remark 15. We do not know whether Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard or
not when M is described as m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = 1,m2,3 = ∗. However,
in the course of the proof of Theorem 1, we show that Deletion to List M-Partition is
FPT, when M or M is equivalent to the above matrix.
We now briefly discuss the polynomial time solvability of the cases described in Theorem 1,
item 1.
I Lemma 16 (?). Deletion to List M-Partition is polynomial time solvable if M is
one of the following matrices:
(a)
∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
 , (b)
∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
 , (c)
∗ ∗ 0∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗
 .
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Proof Sketch. In each of the cases below, (G,L, k) denotes an input instance of Deletion
to List M-Partition. We assume that for each v ∈ V (G), we have L(v) 6= ∅ (see
Lemma 12). And recall that for any X,Y ⊆ V (G), an (X,Y )-separator can be found in
polynomial time [18].
(a) In this case, all entries of the matrix M are ∗s. Notice that a vertex v ∈ V (G) can go to
any one of the parts Vi in a list M -partition as long as i ∈ L(v).
(b) Let X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {1}}, Y = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {2}} and Z = {v ∈
V (G) | 3 ∈ L(v)}. We can show that S ⊆ V (G) is a solution for the Deletion
to List M-Partition instance (G,L, k) if and only if S is an (X,Y )-separator in
G− Z.
(c) In this case, indices 1 and 2 dominate each other. Thus we can assume that the
list of no vertex contains both 1 and 2. Let X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {3}} and Y =
{x ∈ V (G) | L(v) ⊆ {1, 2}}. Notice that a set S ⊆ V (G) is a solution to the Deletion
to List M-Partition instance (G,L, k) if and only if S is an (X,Y )-separator. J
Now we turn our attention to the parameterized complexity of Deletion to List
M-Partition when M is of order 3. First, we consider the matrices defined in item 2 of
Theorem 1.
I Observation 17. The problem Deletion to List M-Partition is para-NP-hard, when
M is one of the two matrices matrices define in item 2 of Theorem 1. The first matrix in item
2 corresponds to a 3-colouring and the second matrix corresponds to a stable-cutset partition.
Therefore, the corresponding List M-Partition problems correspond to the problems 3-
Colouring and Stable Cutset, respectively, both of which are NP-hard [19, 4].
In the remaining part of this section, we consider some special cases from Theorem 1 and
describe algorithms for these special cases. The rest of the case analysis leading to the proof
of Theorem 1 has been omitted due to space constraints.
Algorithm for the Deletion to List Clique-Cutset Partition. The problem is Deletion
to List M-Partition, where M is the matrix such that an M -partition is a clique-cutset
partition, i.e., M is such that m1,1 = m2,2 = ∗, m3,3 = 1 and m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗. m1,2 = 0.
Consider a clique-cutset partition V = {V1, V2, V3} of a graph G. The subgraph G[V3] is a
clique, and V3 is also a cutset between the parts V1 and V2. Hence the name clique-cutset
partition. We now prove the following lemma, the proof of which relies on a family of vertex
subsets that “separate cliques and stable-pairs,” defined below.
I Lemma 18. Deletion to List Clique-Cutset Partition is solvable in 2.3146knO(logn)
time.
I Definition 19. For a graph G, a pair of disjoint sets A,B ⊆ V (G) is a stable-pair if for
every a ∈ A and b ∈ B, ab /∈ E(G). A family F ⊆ {F | F ⊆ V (G)} separates cliques and
stable-pairs if for every A,B,C ⊆ V (G) such that A,B is a stable-pair, G[C] is a clique and
C ∩ (A ∪B) = ∅, there is F ∈ F such that C ⊆ F and either F ∩A = ∅ or F ∩B = ∅.
I Proposition 20 (Theorem 4.3 [17]). Every graph on n vertices has a family of size nlogn
that separate cliques and stable-pairs. Moreover, such a family can be found in time nO(logn).
Let us see the implication of this proposition to our problem. Consider an instance (G,L, k)
of Deletion to List Clique-Cutset Partition, and its solution S ⊆ V (G) (if it exists).
Let F be a family of sets that separates cliques and stable-pairs in G. And consider the list
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Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm for Deletion to List Clique-Cutset Partition.
Input: (G,L, k).
Output: yes or no.
1 Construct a family F of size nlogn that separates cliques and stable-pairs in G.
2 for each F ∈ F do
3 Define L1 : V (G)→ 2[3] as follows. For every v ∈ F , set L1(v) = L(v) \ {1}. For
every v /∈ F , set L1(v) = L(v) \ {3}.
4 if Proposition 9 returns yes for the instance (G,L1, k) then
5 return yes
6 Define L2 : V (G)→ 2[3] as follows. For every v ∈ F , set L2(v) = L(v) \ {2}. For
every v /∈ F , set L2(v) = L(v) \ {3}.
7 if Proposition 9 returns yes for the instance (G,L2, k) then
8 return yes
9 return no
clique-cutset partition (V1, V2, V3) of G−S. Note that G[V3] is a clique, V1, V2 is a stable-pair,
and V3 is disjoint from V1 ∪ V2. Then, by Proposition 20, there exists F ∈ F such that F
contains V3 and F is disjoint from at least one of V1 and V2. Consider the set of lists L1
obtained from L by removing 1 from L(v) for every v ∈ F and 3 from L(v) for every v /∈ F .
Observe that if F ∩ V1 = ∅, then S is a solution for the Deletion to List M-Partition
instance (G,L1, k) as well. Similarly, let L2 be the set of lists obtained from L by removing
2 from L(v) for every v ∈ F and 3 from L(v) for every v /∈ F . Then if F ∩ V2 = ∅, then S
is a solution for the Deletion to List M-Partition instance (G,L2, k) as well. But we
know that either F ∩ V1 = ∅ or F ∩ V2 = ∅. Therefore, S is a solution to either (G,L1, k) or
(G,L2, k). These observations lead us to our algorithm (see Algorithm 3.1).
The correctness of Algorithm 3.1 is apparent from our previous discussions. As for the
running time, Step 1 takes nO(logn) time to construct F , and we have |F| ≤ nlogn. For
each F ∈ F , Steps 2–8 take 2.3146knO(1) time. Therefore, the algorithm runs in time
2.3146knO(logn). We have thus proved Lemma 18.
Algorithm for Deletion to List M -Partition, where M is the bipartite-star matrix or
the three-stars matrix. We are now going to design an FPT algorithm that works for two
different partitions. The first of these is anM -partition whenM is defined bym1,1 = m2,2 = 0,
m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = ∗, m1,3 = m2,3 = 0. We call M the bipartite-star matrix and an M -
partition a bipartite-star partition. The second partition is an M -partition for M defined by
m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = 0. We call M the three-stars matrix and an
M -partition a three-stars partition. We shall prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 21. Deletion to List M-Partition, where M is either the bipartite-star
matrix or the three-stars matrix is fixed-parameter tractable.
We prove Lemma 21 by showing that Algorithm 3.2 solves Deletion to List M-Partition
in 16knO(1) time, when M is either the bipartite-star matrix or the three-stars matrix. Let
(G,L, k) be an instance of Deletion to List M-Partition. The idea behind our algorithm
is as follows. Assume that (G,L, k) is a yes-instance. Let S ⊆ V (G) be an optimal solution
for the problem, and V = {V1, V2, V3} be a list M -partition of G− S. Then, S contains an
(X,Y )-separator where X = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) = {3}} and Y = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) ⊆ {1, 2}}.
And for a vertex u with 3 ∈ L(u), note that u can be placed in V3 (because m3,3 = ∗) if u
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Algorithm 3.2 Algorithm for the proof of Lemma 21.
Input: (G,L, k).
Output: yes or no.
1 Define X = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) = {3}} and Y = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) ⊆ {1, 2}}.
2 Let F be the family of all important (X,Y )-separators of size at most k.
3 for each Sˆ ∈ F do
4 Let Zˆ be the reachability set of Y \ Sˆ in G− Sˆ. (Note that for
v ∈ V (G) \ (Sˆ ∪ Zˆ), we have 3 ∈ L(v), and for v ∈ Zˆ, L(v) ∩ {1, 2} 6= ∅.)
5 Define a new list function L′ for the vertices in Zˆ. For every v ∈ Zˆ, let
L′(v) = L(v) \ {3}. (Then |L′(v)| ≤ 2 for every v ∈ Zˆ.)
6 Set k′ = k − |Sˆ|.
7 if Proposition 9 returns yes for the instance (G[Zˆ], L′, k′) then
8 return yes
9 return no
is not reachable from Y in G − S. Hence we try to place as many vertices as possible in
V3 by choosing an (X,Y )-separator that is “farthest from X,” (and by augmenting such a
separator to ensure that the other constraints dictated by M are also satisfied). For this,
Algorithm 3.2 uses the concept of an important separator, introduced by Marx in [27]. For a
graph G and A ⊆ V (G), RG(A) = {v ∈ V (G) | there is a path from x to v in G for some x
∈ A}. And the set RG(A) is called the reachability set of A in G. For A,B ⊆ V (G), a
minimal (A,B)-separator S ⊆ V (G) is said to be an important (A,B)-separator if there
exists no (A,B)-separator S′ such that |S′| ≤ |S| and RG−S(A) ⊂ RG−S′(A).
I Proposition 22 ([27, 6]). Given a graph G, sets A,B ⊆ V (G) and an integer k, G contains
at most 4k important (A,B)-separators of size at most k. Moreover, all these important
separators can be enumerated in time O(4k(|V (G)|+ |E(G)|)).
I Lemma 23. Algorithm 3.2 is correct.
Proof. In light of Remark 13, we assume that X,Y 6= ∅, where X and Y are as defined in
Step 1 of Algorithm 3.2.
Notice first that if Algorithm 3.2 returns yes, then (G,L, k) is indeed a yes-instance.
Assume that the algorithm returns yes. Then there exists Sˆ ∈ F such that Sˆ is an important
(X,Y )-separator, and (G[Zˆ], L′, k′) is a yes-instance, where Zˆ = R(G−Sˆ)(Y \ Sˆ), (and
X,Y,F , L′ and k′ are as defined in the algorithm). Let U ⊆ Zˆ be an optimal solution for
the instance (G[Zˆ], L′, k′). Then, |U | ≤ k′ = k − |Sˆ|. Let (V1, V2, V3) be a partition of Z \ U
that respects L′. Since 3 /∈ L′(v) for every v ∈ Z, we have V3 = ∅. It is not difficult to see
that (V1, V2, V (G) \ (Zˆ ∪ Sˆ ∪ U)) is a list partition of V (G) \ (Sˆ ∪ U) that respects L. That
is, Sˆ ∪ U is a solution for the instance (G,L, k) and |Sˆ ∪ U | ≤ k.
Now, we prove that if (G,L, k) is a yes-instance, then Algorithm 3.2 returns yes. Assume
that (G,L, k) is a yes-instance, and let S be an optimal solution to the list partition instance
(G,L, k), and S′ ⊆ S be a minimal (X,Y )-separator. Let Sˆ be an important (X,Y )-
separator that dominates S′, i.e., |Sˆ| ≤ |S′| and RG−S′(X) ⊂ RG−Sˆ(X). We will show that
S˜ = (S \ S′) ∪ Sˆ is also an optimal solution.
We first show that Sˆ is an (S′ \ Sˆ, Y )-separator. Suppose not, then there is an s–y
path P in G− Sˆ for some s ∈ S′ \ Sˆ and y ∈ Y \ Sˆ. As S′ is a minimal (X,Y )- separator,
there is an X–Y path, say P ′, that intersects S′ only in s. Consider the X–s subpath of
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P ′ and call it P ′′. None of the vertices of P ′′ can belong to Sˆ, as for each v ∈ V (P ′′),
v ∈ RG−S′(X) ⊆ RG−Sˆ(X). Thus, P ′′ is a path in G− Sˆ. Then P ′′ followed by the path P
is an X–Y path in G− Sˆ, which contradicts the fact that Sˆ is an (X,Y )-separator. Thus, Sˆ
is an (S′ \ Sˆ, Y )-separator.
Now, let Z ′ be the reachability set of Y \S′ in G−S′, and Zˆ the reachability set of Y \ Sˆ
in G − Sˆ. (Notice that for every vertex v /∈ Zˆ, we have 3 ∈ L(v), and therefore, v can be
placed in V3 without violating any of the constraints on m3,3 or m1,3 or m2,3. And every
vertex v ∈ Zˆ has either 1 or 2 on its list.) We claim that Zˆ ⊆ Z ′. Consider z ∈ Zˆ. Let Q be
a w–z path in G− Sˆ for some w ∈ Y . Suppose z /∈ Z ′. Then Q must pass through S′, i.e.,
V (Q) ∩ S′ 6= ∅. Let u ∈ V (Q) ∩ S′ 6= ∅. But then the u–w subpath of Q is an (S′ \ Sˆ)− Y
path in G− Sˆ, which contradicts the fact that Sˆ is an (S′ \ Sˆ, Y )-separator. Thus, Zˆ ⊆ Z ′,
and G[Zˆ] is an induced subgraph of G[Z ′]. Observe that (S \ S′) is a solution of size at
most k− |S′| for the list partition instance on G[Z ′]. Hence, (S \ S′) is a solution for the list
partition instance on G[Zˆ] as well. J
I Lemma 24 (?). Algorithm 3.2 runs in time 16knO(1).
Lemmas 23 and 24 together prove Lemma 21. Next we give a proof sketch of Theorem 1.
Proof sketch of Theorem 1. The proofs of item 1, item 2 and item 3 of the theorem
statement follow from Lemma 16, Observation 17 and Lemma 18, respectively. Therefore,
we next focus on the proof of item 4 of the theorem statement. We only consider matrices
that are not covered by any of the previous three cases. Let us first classify matrices M
depending on the number of off-diagonal entries that are 0s. In fact, we will only make
distinctions based on the off-diagonal entries in the upper triangular submatrix MU of M ,
since M is a symmetric matrix. Below, we deal with one of the classes, which is illustrative
of the techniques used to resolve these problems.
Exactly two off-diagonal entries of MU are 0s. Assume that m1,3 = m2,3 = 0 and
m1,2 ∈ {1, ∗}. All other cases of two off-diagonal entries of MU being 0 can be symmetrically
argued. If any one of m1,1,m2,2 or m3,3 is 1, then M has a row that contains both a 0 and a
1, and then by Proposition 10, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. So assume that
m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 ∈ {0, ∗}. We consider each possibility of m1,2 for our analysis. First, suppose
m1,2 = ∗. If m1,1 = ∗, then index 1 dominates 2. If m2,2 = ∗, then index 2 dominates 1. In
either case, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable, by Propositions 8 and 9. So assume
that m1,1 = m2,2 = 0. If m3,3 = 0, then index 1 dominates 3, and by Propositions 8 and
9 the problem is again fixed-parameter tractable. If m3,3 = ∗, then an M -partition is a
bipartite-star partition, and by Lemma 21, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. The
other possibility for m1,2 is that m1,2 = 1. Then M has a row containing both a 0 and a 1,
and by Proposition 10, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. J
4 Conclusion
We almost complete the parameterized classification of Deletion to List M-Partition
when the matrix M is of order ≤ 3, or when it is of order 4 and has its diagonal entries from
{0, 1}. We do not know whether the Deletion to Clique Cutset problem is FPT– we
obtain an algorithm with running time 2.3146knO(logn), where k is the solution size. Also, the
NP-hardness of theDeletion to ListM-Partition problem whenm1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗,
m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = 1,m2,3 = ∗ is open, although we give an FPT algorithm, parameterized by
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the solution size. It would be interesting to complete the classification of these problems, as
well as the paramaterized dichotomy of Deletion to List M-Partition for all matrices
of order 4. We are also interested in optimising the running time of our algorithms, and
studying the kernelization complexity of these problems in the future.
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